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Average time in excel spreadsheet

We can use the AVERAGE function to calculate the average time. Before you apply a formula in a cell, we should specify a time format to display data for time values. This step-by-step tutorial will help all Excel users learn how to get average time. Calculate average time with AVERAGE Ability to use the AVERAGE function to calculate the average time. Before you apply the
formula, we should format the cell in the time format: Right-click the cell where we want to enter the AVERAGE time formula in the Select Format Cells and number tab, select Time Format, click OK, and the time format will be specified. Figure 1: Format cells for average time Figure 2. Specify a time format to calculate the average time to get the average time we should follow the
steps: In cell E2 insert function =AVERAGE(B3:B6) The average formula is a simple syntax, we just need to select the range of cells where we want to calculate average. Since we want to get to the middle time, we select values in column time. As a result, in cell E2, we get the average time from the Time column. Figure 3: Calculate average time with AVERAGE function How to
get average time with condition There is another average function to get average time with a specific condition, AVERAGEIF function: =AVERAGEIF (range, criteria) Formula syntax has two parts: Range, average function cell range Criteria, average function usage condition We want to get average time but exclude specific time, 1:05:00 PM. To do this, we should follow several
steps: As explained in the above example, specify the time format in cell E3 in cell E3, enter the formula =AVERAGEIF(B3:B6,&lt;&gt;1:05:00 PM) in Figure 4. Calculate average time with condition This result we get an average time that excludes a specific time &lt;&gt;1:05:00 PM. In most cases, the problem you need to resolve is more complex than easily implementing formula
or function. If you want to save hours of research and frustration, try our live Excelchat service! Our Excel experts are available 24/7 to answer any Excel question you may have. We guarantee the connection within 30 seconds and a customized solution within 20 minutes. Author: Oscar Cronquist article last updated on March 25, 2018 Column C contains both the date and time to
calculate only the average time time we need to take out the hours, minutes and seconds from column C. Formula in cell D3: =TIME(HOUR(C3), MINUTE(C3), SECOND(C3)) Copy cell D3 and paste the cells below. The HOUR function becomes an hour from column C, minute becomes the current column C and so on. The Time function then creates a time value in Excel to allow
you to calculate the average in cell D11: =AVERAGE(D3:D9) Why pass all this? Column C contains a part of the date that is actually an integer between 1 and 99999. 1 is 1/1/1900 and 1/1/2017 is 42736. When we use dates our average calculation result appears incorrectly. The time part is a number between 0 and 1. Such as 1:00 am is 1/24 or 0.04167, 12:00 is 12/24 or 0.5.
Array formula You can combine column D calculations with creating an array formula that makes calculations unnecessary in d3:D9. =AVERAGE(TIME(HOUR(C3:C9),MINUTE(C3:C9),SECOND(C3:C9)))) The above formula is an array formula. To enter an array formula, type the formula in the cell, then press and hold CTRL+SHIFT at once, now press Enter once. Release all the
keys. The formula bar now shows a formula surrounded by curly brackets that say you entered the formula successfully. Do not insert curly brackets yourself. Downloading an Excel .xlsx How to average time.xlsx When calculating average times or a list of wind directions, you can be considered similar to calculate the average number of vectors (values that contain both orientation
and order of magnitude). It is therefore necessary to equate the time values to their respective positions in the circle of unity, to derive the values of their cross component and to sum them up as is the case with the average of any cyclical group. Let's say you have twice, 11:00 and 1:00, then a normal average calculation (sumproduct/count) leaves you with the correct 24:00/00:00
value instead of the wrong value. Kui aga peate 23:00 võrdne vektoriga 1 &lt;345° on= a= twenty-four= hour= circle= and= 01:00= equal= to=&gt;&lt;/345°&gt; &lt;15° you= can= obtain= their= vector= average= [cos(345°)+cos(15°)= += i*(sin(345°)+sin(15°))]=&gt;&lt;/15°&gt; &lt;360° a= value= equating= back= to= 00:00= on= the= 24= hour= circle.= note= however= that= this=
method= will= cancel= out= times= exactly= 12= hours= apart,= e.g.= if= you= only= have= 01:00= and= 13:00= it= is= not= possible= to= determine= an= average= time.= i'll= just= leave= you= with= the= formulas= then= (times= in= a= column)= time_to_degrees= cosine= sine=(360/24)*(HOUR(A2)+MINUTE(A2)/60) =cos(radians(b2))=SIN(RADIANS(B2)) =(360/24)*
(hour(a3)+minute(a3)/60)=COS(RADIANS(B3)) =sin(radians(b3))=(360/24)*(HOUR(A4)+MINUTE(A4)/60) =cos(radians(b4))=SIN(RADIANS(B4)) =(360/24)*(hour(a5)+minute(a5)/60)=COS(RADIANS(B5)) =sin(radians(b5))= [c8]= [d8]= component= averages=AVERAGE(C2 :C7) =average(d2:d7)= average= degrees= degrees_to_hour=
magnitude=ROUND(DEGREES(IF(C8=0,ACOS(C8), if(d8=0,ASIN(D8), atan(d8/c8)))), 3)=&gt;&lt;/360°&gt; &lt;0,180,0)&gt;&lt;/0,180,0)&gt; &lt;0,C8=0),180,0)&gt;&lt;/0,C8=0),180,0)&gt; &lt;0,C8&gt;0), 360.0) =E8/360 =(C8^2+D8^2)^0.5 In the case of if the magnitude is zero, it is impossible to try and calculate the average time. We can calculate the time of each day in the help
column, and then the average of the time in the help column in Excel. You can do the following:1. In addition to the original timestamp column, type Time in cell B1, enter =A2-INT(A2) in cell B2, and drag its fill handle down to range B2:B6. See screenshot: Notes: In the formula =A2-INT(A2), A2 is the first time stamp in the timestamp column, and you can change it to your needs.2.
Continue selecting the time drawers in the Help column, and then format them as a time, numbrinoole&lt;/0,C8&gt; numbrinoole&lt;/0,C8&gt; box &gt; Time home tab. Look screenshot: 3. Select a blank cell under the help column, in our case, select Cell B7, enter formula =AVERAGE(B2:B6) into it, and press Enter key. Now you can get the average timestamps of these timestamps
at once. For example, you have a time of 2:23:42, you can convert this time to hours by multiplying 24 (or multiplying to 1440 minutes by multiplying to 86400 seconds; in other words, we can apply formula =F2*24 to convert time to hours, =F2*1440 minutes, =F2*86400 to seconds), and then change the cell to number format. But with Kutools for Excel's Convert Time utility, you
can batch a batch of multiple time data to hours/minutes/seconds only in Excel. Full Feature Free Trial 30-Day! Actually, we can apply array formula to day average timestamps directly in Excel. You can do as follows:1. Select a blank cell, says Cell B4, enter formula =AVERAGE(--TEXT(A2:A6-INT(A2:A6),h:mm)), and then press Ctrl + Shift + Enter keys simultaneously. The
formula is too complicated to remember? Save the formula as an auto text entry to use it with only one click in the future! Read on... Free trial 2. Then format the average result into the time format by selecting Cell B4 and clicking the arrow in the Number Format box &gt; Time on the Home tab. See screenshot: This tutorial will show you how to calculate average time in Excel and
Google sheets. To calculate the average time in Excel, just use the average function for times: Average time with condition, you can also use the AVERAGEIF function to average the range of times that meets certain criteria. In this case, let's average only times in the morning (before 12:00): =AVERAGEIF(B3:B6,&lt;12:00 PM,B3:B6) Average time on Google pages All of the
above examples work on Google sheets exactly the same as in Excel. Practice Excel features and formulas in our 100% free practice worksheets! Automatically sorted exercises learn excel, inside Excel! How Geek Forums Have Migrated To Discourse This post has been reported. Honeys, I have some time data. And I want to calculate the average time for each column. Please
calculate the average time for each column which is elevated to red color. And please, please, how you found the average time. Download Link file http: / / ubuntuone.com/ 7mPhxGciOUL6MK0dlA3Oia Reports: · Posted 8 years ago This post has been reported. Hunter hunts. I'm not an expert in this area, but if you try the next one and see if it helps. = AVERAGE (A2:A10), for
example. Daveh, can you hear me? Reports: · Posted 8 years ago This post has been reported. If these numbers in the spreadsheet should be the times it took to create backups, you will enter them incorrectly. You have them formatted by time, they should be numbers. You can then average them with the function described above. However, the zero values of your data (no
backups on that day?) are taken to your average, bringing the value down. you may wish that zero values in the data. Reports: · Posted 8 years ago This post has been reported. Hey Vincent I do not see the OP link, but Zagreus answer seemed right to me because I have a table that does average times and mine is formatted for time. In fact, I'm tracking times in minutes and
seconds, but recording them for hours and minutes and it still works - unless you show me the error of my logic. Here is a picture of my spreadsheet - at the top you will see that it is formatted during hours / minutes .... Reports: · Posted 8 years ago This post has been reported. Well, I'm working here that I can't see the added graphics. I'll watch it when I'm home. Reports: · Posted
8 years ago This post has been reported. Damage... I tried comcast because it is a direct upload from Jing but probably there is no way to embed the image. I've changed photobucket now. here are the data, if you want to play 06:59 7:15 7:03 7:35 6:29 08:03 8:27 7:30 7:20 7:35 7:35 7:19 08:47 06:46 7:35 08:06 06:06:06 39 7:47 09:08 06:03 08:06 06:42 7:01 06:33 7:06 7:17
7:48 09:07:23 7:03 7:16 Average 7:26 · Posted 8 years ago This post has been reported. Yes, the time format is working, but OP has multiple zero instances in raw data, so the average time spent only for the days when the backup was actually started, the formula should be =AVERAGEIF(A2:A10,&lt;&gt;0) where A2:A10 is replaced by a data range. Reports: · Posted 8 years
ago This post has been reported. The same formula works with data formatted as a time format. Reports: · Posted 8 years ago This post has been reported. Yes, averageif() ignores the zero data fields, that's it. Reports: · Posted 8 years ago This post has been reported. Fair enough – as this is an academic discussion, seeing how OP is lost you might want to look at this post.
Reports: · Posted 8 years ago This topic is closed to new responses. Answers.
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